Re-evaluating the role of FOXOs in cancer.
FOXO transcription factors are negatively regulated by the PI3K-PKB/AKT signaling pathway and have been mainly considered to be tumor suppressors due to their inhibitory effect on cancer cell growth and survival. However, FOXOs can also support tumor development and progression by maintaining cellular homeostasis, facilitating metastasis and inducing therapy resistance. In agreement with these opposing views on the role of FOXOs in cancer, studies using FOXO levels or activity as prognostic markers for cancer patient disease progression and survival came to contradicting results. While it is clear that FOXOs are involved in various aspects of cancer, it is debatable whether FOXOs function as tumor suppressors or supporters, or may be both depending on the context. In this review, we describe the role of FOXOs in signaling pathways and processes relevant to cancer and evaluate recent advances in understanding the role of FOXOs in cancer. Based on recent insights it becomes clear that FOXOs may not be classical tumor suppressors and that targeting FOXO activity might hold promise in cancer therapy.